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Komodo is an IDE for the JVM, offering an integrated development environment that allows you to write and run
Java code directly. The Komodo platform includes the full feature set that allows Java programming to be done the

same way it is done in the JVM: stateful editing, IntelliSense, refactoring and code generation, debugging, debugging
and profiling. Komodo is written from the ground up in Java, and leverages the JVM's runtime and standard Java

library. This means that the whole Komodo platform can be used as a code editor and as a runtime for custom
application-specific programming languages and utilities, such as testing, coverage-tracking, garbage collection, and
code generation. All of this is wrapped up into a modern, reliable, extensible, and high-performance development

environment that allows you to work the way you want to. Komodo is created and supported by ActiveState, a
company dedicated to helping developers build better software. Komodo is Free Software, licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0. Enterprise Features ￭ Komodo supports a plugin framework that allows applications
to add support for Komodo's integrated features, such as debugging and profiling. ￭ Komodo supports running your
projects in its own separate server, separate from any existing JVM process. This means that your application can
continue to run even when other JVMs are running in the system. ￭ Komodo can generate code from a number of
third party tools, such as Groovy, JSoup, Hibernate, Maven, etc. ￭ Komodo can use third party libraries, such as

third-party compilers, code generators, object-relational mappers, frameworks, etc. ￭ Komodo has built-in support
for a number of third-party languages, including Groovy, JSoup, Hibernate, Maven, etc. ￭ Komodo has built-in
support for a number of third party libraries, including those for authentication, ORM, LDAP, etc. ￭ Komodo's
plugin framework provides a mechanism for you to distribute your own additional libraries, including built-in

libraries. ￭ Komodo supports code coverage analysis, code format validation, and other analysis. K

OpenKomodo

- Komodo - The #1 IDE for developing web applications in Ruby, Java, Python and PHP. - Open Komodo - Open
Komodo is a free, open-source multi-language IDE designed for dynamic programming languages including Ruby,

Java, Python and PHP. Keywords: Development, IDE, Komodo, Komodo IDE, Komodo Edit, Komodo IDE for
PHP, Komodo Edit for Java, Komodo Edit for Python, Komodo Edit for Ruby, Komodo Edit for C#, Komodo Edit
for Perl, Komodo Edit for JavaScript, Komodo Edit for PHP, Komodo Edit for PHP Read more on open-source.org

====== /© ActiveState Open Komodo Project
============================================================= Licensing:

============================================================= open-source.org is operated
by the Linux Foundation through its Open Source Development Labs (OSDL) to assist in the promotion, education,

and support of open source software development and related collaborative projects. The LICENSE.txt file
accompanies this software distribution and is provided under the following terms:

#--------------------------------------------------------------------- # Licensing: The MIT License (MIT). This copyright
notice # must be preserved on all copies. #------------------------------------------------------------------ # Copyright (c)

2004-2005, Sun Microsystems, Inc., # and other contributors, a division of # Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
# # Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any # person obtaining a copy of this software and associated #

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the # Software without restriction, including without # limitation the
rights to use, copy, modify, merge, # publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of # the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is # furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions: # # The above

copyright notice and this permission notice shall # be included in all copies or substantial portions of the # Software.
# # THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY # KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE # WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR # PURPOSE AND NONINFR 1d6a3396d6
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Open Komodo is an open source development platform for building applications in dynamic languages. Open
Komodo is the successor to Komodo Edit, a multi-language IDE developed by ActiveState for a decade. As with
Komodo Edit, the Open Komodo framework is built on a modern application platform for dynamic languages,
Eclipse. The core is written in Java, as is the core of Komodo Edit. The structure of Open Komodo is based on a set
of Eclipse plugins, just like Komodo Edit. The framework also provides a set of custom Java and JavaScript APIs
and a set of automation commands. As Open Komodo builds on Komodo Edit, you can continue to use Komodo
Edit, or just upgrade to the new product. ￭ X-Komodo: Open Komodo is an open source project, based on the award-
winning Komodo IDE. The project is based on a simple, open architecture, and has been designed to be easily
extensible using XML, JavaScript, and if you like, Python and C. ￭ New in Open Komodo: This project is an
opportunity to build a new development platform with a set of key features for developers working in dynamic
languages. ￭ Using a standard API for dynamic languages: At its heart, Open Komodo is a standards-based open
source project that allows the dynamic languages community to build their own IDE. ￭ It's built with web-based
technologies and dynamic languages: It's written in Java for the core of the product and JavaScript for the UI. The
web APIs and the dynamic language core work hand in hand. ￭ It's focused on the dynamic language developer:
Because the platform is built using dynamic languages, it naturally focuses on development using dynamic languages
and Internet technologies. ￭ It allows you to work the way you want to: The core of the product is based on standard
APIs for dynamic languages. It can be used as a true IDE, or you can use it as a web application server. ￭ It's a stable
product, based on stable technologies: The core of the product is based on established technologies that have proven
their value and reliability over years of development. Komodo Edit is based on the Eclipse foundation and has been
around for more than a decade. What's New? Version 1.0.0-rc1 Released February 12, 2012 What's new in Open
Komodo: 1

What's New in the OpenKomodo?

For those of us that work with web, dynamic and Internet technologies, working with such technologies is a real
chore in practice. While there are "conventional" ways of getting work done, they are usually either slow or
inefficient. We spend hours chasing down URLs, fiddling with obscure URL parameters, writing browser-specific
code to get at web content, parsing XML responses, etc. There are many advantages to working with dynamic
languages and Internet technologies over static languages and "silo" applications. ￭ Dynamic languages can be a
great fit for what developers want to build ￭ Dynamic languages can be a lot more expressive, precise and
expressive than static languages ￭ Internet technologies can deliver directly to the end user without a lot of "middle
man" Open Komodo Project's vision is to create a single-platform development environment. Today, we are
releasing a test version of the Open Komodo Platform that can be downloaded from We believe that this code base
will serve as a platform to encourage the development of innovative environments for the dynamic languages and
Internet technologies that the developer community desires. In the coming months, we will continue to develop this
code base and will release an open source version of the Open Komodo Platform. ￭ Our goal is to create a cross-
language, cross-platform, open source development environment ￭ Our goal is to facilitate the creation of the next
generation of developers ￭ Our goal is to create an efficient, expressive, accessible, development environment ￭
Our goal is to support dynamic languages and Internet technologies ￭ Our goal is to give back to the community by
enabling the next generation of open source applications The Open Komodo project is based on our award-winning
Komodo IDE. However, since Komodo is already a mature product with a large user base, we have decided to base
the Open Komodo project on the open source version of Komodo. Komodo was originally created for Python and
has expanded to support a large number of other languages. The underlying framework was created to support
dynamic languages, Internet technologies, and multi-language environments for developers. Since there is a lot of
interest in these technologies, we have decided to bring these technologies to a developer-friendly environment. We
believe this work can contribute to the next generation of development environments and to the reduction of the
technical barriers that can make it difficult for many developers to adopt these technologies. Komodo Edit is a free
multi-language editor for dynamic languages based on Komodo IDE. ActiveState decided to build an open-source
version of Komodo Edit to demonstrate its potential. The code base of this editor is a subset of the code base of
Komodo IDE. This editor is focused on developers
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IMPORTANT: You can NOT save your purchased characters/inventory after the purchase! All purchases are strictly
one-time use. IMPORTANT: THERE IS A "TEST DATE" AFTER THE BATCH IS COMPLETE, THIS IS NOT
A TEST DATE. Character/Inventory purchases are non-refundable, no exceptions. ABOUT THE
ENVIRONMENT: This mod uses an external skin pack and launcher. When you run the game the first time, you'll
need to run both the mod and
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